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A TRUE GAMING LAPTOP

The latest MSI Cooler Boost 5 excels as a dual thermal modules, adopting dual Whirlwind Blade fans with 7 heat pipes and well-endowed 4 airflows

Cooler Boost Trinity consists of triple enhanced fans, the Whirlwind Blade. Number of blades reaches up to 47, increasing 30% more airflow at same RPM

Cooler Boost Titan consists of dual enhanced fans, the Whirlwind Blade. Each fan has 29 blades, increasing 30% more airflow at same RPM with a total of 10 heat pipes

The keyboard has ergonomically-designed keys with 1.9mm key travel for better responsive and tactile feedback, supports anti-ghosting capability for up to 45 keys

25% faster trigger With only 3mm total key travel distance and 1.5mm actuation, this ultimate gaming system with yet another revolutionary keyboard is built for victors. With SteelSeries Engine 3

The fastest gaming display brings you the most vibrant visuals for the ultimate gaming pleasure.

Combining dual M.2 PCI-E Gen 3.0 SSD’s utilizing NVMe technology, harness the full performance potential of the Gen 3.0 SSD through the optimization up to 13X faster than a regular SSD

5X bigger sound chamber! feel every engine sound waves roaring past with upgraded giant speakers and world-class Dynaudio sound system: Oversize 2 speakers + 2 woofers

live the gaming immersion like never before! With simple and intuitive Nahimic 3, enhance in game 3D surround sound, with more finite control over your music, movies, and conference calls.
### GT Series

Be Fast than Ever, with Mechanical Keyboard 3mm Key Travel, 25% fast Trigger

**DDR4**
Up to 10% Performance enhancement DDR4-2666

Next Generation Audio Solution for High-definition 24bit/192KHz of Lossless Music

**DYN AUDIO**
Ultimate 3D Audio Solution with 7.1 Audio Surround with Nahimic VR & Nahimic 3 & Enhanced Audio Output with Dyna Audio

**PRODUCTS** | **OS** | **LCID** | **PROCESSOR** | **GRAPHICS** | **RAM/HDD** | **WARRANTY/BAG** | **MSRP**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
GT75 Titan 9SG (G24NM) | Windows® 10 Home | 17.3” UHD, 4K IPS-Level Adobee 100% RGB color Anti-Glare | 9th Gen Intel Core i9-9980HK + CM246 | NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 2088 8GB GDDR6 | DDR IV 16GB*2 (2666MHz) Super Raid 4-1TB (128GB*2) NVMe PCIe SSD + 1TB (SATA) 7200rpm | 2 Year Warranty Gaming Backpack | **399,990**

GT75 Titan 9SG (G14NM) | Windows® 10 Home | 17.3” UHD, 4K IPS-Level Adobee 100% RGB color Anti-Glare | 9th Gen Intel Core i7-9750H + CM246 | NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 2088 8GB GDDR6 | DDR IV 16GB*2 (2666MHz) Super Raid 4-1TB (128GB*2) NVMe PCIe SSD + 1TB (SATA) 7200rpm | 2 Year Warranty Gaming Backpack | **349,990**

### GS Series

**World's Fast 240Hz, Response Rate Thin Bezel Panel**
Matrix Display with 3x Monitor output

**Matrix Display**

**SteelSeries Engine 3**
Keyboard by SteelSeries + SteelSeries Engine 3

1/1 Nahimic 3 1/1 Nahimic VR
Ultimate 3D Audio Solution + 7.1 Audio Surround

**PRODUCTS** | **OS** | **LCID** | **PROCESSOR** | **GRAPHICS** | **RAM/HDD** | **WARRANTY/BAG** | **MSRP**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
GS75 Stealth 9SG (G24NM) | Windows® 10 Home | 17.3” FHD IPS-Level 144Hz Thin Bezel, 100% sRGB | 9th Gen Intel Core i7-9750H-3M270 | NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 2080_S with Max-Q Design GDDR6 8GB | DDR IV 16GB*2 (2664MHz) 1TB (512GB*2) NVMe PCIe SSD | 2 Year Warranty Gaming Backpack | **269,990**

GS65 Stealth Thin 9SG (G24NM) | Windows® 10 Home | 15.6” FHD (1920*1080), IPS-Level 240Hz Thin Bezel, 100% sRGB | 9th Gen Intel Core i7-9750H-3M270 | NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 2070_S with Max-Q Design GDDR6 8GB | DDR IV 8GB*2 (2664MHz) 1TB NVMe PCIe SSD | 2 Year Warranty Gaming Backpack | **219,990**

GS65 Stealth Thin 7SG (G10NM) | Windows® 10 Home | 15.6” FHD (1920*1080), IPS-Level 240Hz Thin Bezel, 100% sRGB | 9th Gen Intel Core i7-9750H-3M270 | NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 2060 6GB | DDR IV 8GB*2 (2664MHz) 512GB NVMe PCIe SSD | 2 Year Warranty Gaming Backpack | **189,990**
GE Series

- **144Hz Matrix Display**
- **144Hz, 3ms**
- **Response Rate with Matrix Display with 2x 4K**
- **SteelSeries RGB**
- **Per-Key RGB Backlight**
- **Engine3**
- **1.5mm key travel for better responsive with high-grade silver lining printed keys**

Next Generation Audio Solution for High-definition 24bit/192KHz of Lossless Music

PRODUCTS | OS | LCD | PROCESSOR | GRAPHICS | RAM/HDD | WARRANTY / BAG | MSRP
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
GE75 Raider 9SG (i78180H) | Windows® 10 Home | 17.3" FHD (1920*1080), IPS-Level 144Hz Thin Bezel, 100% sRGB | 9th Gen Intel Core i7-9750H +HM370 | NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 2080, 8GB GDDR6 | DDR IV 8GB*2 (2666MHz) Super Raid+ SSD (512GB*2) NVMe PCIe SSD + 1TB (SATA) 7200rpm | 2 Year Warranty Gaming Backpack | 249,990

GE43 Raider RGB 7SF (i58265) | Windows® 10 Home | 15.6" FHD (1920*1080), IPS-Level 144Hz 100% sRGB | 9th Gen Intel Core i7-9750H +HM370 | NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 2070, 8GB GDDR6 | DDR IV 8GB*2 (2666MHz) 512GB NVMe PCIe SSD + 1TB (SATA) 7200rpm | 2 Year Warranty Gaming Backpack | 194,990

GP Series

- **144Hz Matrix Display**
- **144Hz Response Rate with Matrix Display with 2x 4K**
- **SteelSeries RGB**
- **GIANT SPEAKER**
- **Enhancement to the sound quality, detail, feel every engine sound waves**
- **Ultimate 3D Audio Solution + 7.1 Audio Surround**
- **MSI Audio Boost design enhances sound detail by 30%**

PRODUCTS | OS | LCD | PROCESSOR | GRAPHICS | RAM/HDD | WARRANTY / BAG | MSRP
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
GP75 Leopard PSE (i78180H) | Windows® 10 Home | 17.3" FHD (1920*1080), IPS-Level 144Hz Thin Bezel, 100% sRGB | 9th Gen Intel Core i7-9750H +HM370 | GeForce® RTX 2060, GDDR6 6GB | DDR IV 8GB*2 (2666MHz) 512GB NVMe PCIe SSD + 1TB (SATA) 7200rpm | 2 Year Warranty Gaming Backpack | 169,990

**THE GAME JUST GOT REAL**

Gaming Laptop with All New CPU and Graphics
**GL Series**

The 94% NTSC panel delivers higher color range presenting smoother color stage image output.

**Engine3**

Keyboard by SteelSeries + SteelSeries Engine 3

**Gaint Speaker**

Ultimate 3D Audio Solution with Nahimic 3

MSI Audio Boost design enhances sound detail by 30% & Enhancement to the second volume with Giant Speakers

**Cooler Boost**

Enhanced cooling system with 7 heat pipes with Dual 31 Whirlyblade Blade fans

**DDR4**

Up to 10% Performance enhancement

**PRODUCTS** | **OS** | **LCD** | **PROCESSOR** | **GRAPHICS** | **RAM/HDD** | **WARRANTY / BAG** | **MSRP**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
GL63 9SEK (108R) | Windows® 10 Home | 15.6” FHD (1920*1080), 120Hz wideview Anti-Glare, 100% sRGB | 9th Gen Intel Core i7-9750H + H370 | NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 2080, 6GB GDDR6 | DDR IV 8GB*2 (2666MHz) 256GB NVMe PCIe SSD + 1TB SATA 7200rpm | 2 Year Warranty | 169,990

**GF63 8SEK (108R)** | Windows® 10 Home | 15.6” FHD (1920*1080), wideview Anti-glare, 100% sRGB | 9th Gen Intel Core i7-9750H + H370 | NVIDIA® GeForce GTX™ 1660 Ti, 6GB GDDR6 | DDR IV 8GB*2 (2666MHz) 256GB NVMe PCIe SSD + 1TB SATA 7200rpm | 2 Year Warranty | 134,990

---

**RF Series**

1.86 KG for 15”

2.2 KG for 17”

Maximize the vision with 4.9 mm ultra-thin bezel and a 82% screws-body ratio

**Audio Boost**

Ultimate 3D Audio Solution with Nahimic 3

MSI Audio Boost design enhances sound detail by 30%

**DDR4**

Up to 10% Performance enhancement

**PRODUCTS** | **OS** | **LCD** | **PROCESSOR** | **GRAPHICS** | **RAM/HDD** | **WARRANTY / BAG** | **MSRP**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
GF75 Thin 9SC (195R) | Windows® 10 Home | 17.3” FHD (1920*1080), IPS-Level 60Hz Thin Bezel, 100% sRGB | 9th Gen Intel Core i7-9750H + H370 | NVIDIA® GeForce GTX™ 1650, 4GB GDDR5 | DDR IV 8GB (2666MHz) 128GB NVMe PCIe SSD + 1TB (SATA) 7200rpm | 2 Year Warranty | 109,990

**GF63 Thin 9SC (108R)** | Windows® 10 Home | 15.6” FHD (1920*1080), IPS-Level 60Hz Thin Bezel | 9th Gen Intel Core i5-9300H + H370 | NVIDIA® GeForce GTX™ 1650 MAX Q, 4GB GDDR5 | DDR IV 8GB (2666MHz) 512GB NVMe PCIe SSD | 2 Year Warranty | 94,990
## P Series
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- **Stunningly Outperform**
- **Latest GeForce Graphics to unleash full performance of laptop**
- **One touch access with Windows hello**
- **Immersive 7.1 Audio Enjoyment**

### PRODUCTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>LCD</th>
<th>PROCESSOR</th>
<th>GRAPHICS</th>
<th>RAM/HDD</th>
<th>WARRANTY / BAG</th>
<th>MSRP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P65 Creator 9SE (15484)</td>
<td>Windows® 10 Home</td>
<td>15.6&quot; FHD (1920*1080), IPS-Level 60Hz Thin Bezel, 100% sRGB</td>
<td>9th Gen Intel Core i7-9750H+HM370</td>
<td>GeForce® RTX 2060 MAX 0.6, GDDR6 6GB</td>
<td>DDR IV 16GB<em>2 (2666MHz) 1TB (512GB</em>2) NVMe PCIe Gen3x4 SSD</td>
<td>1 Year Warranty</td>
<td>$179,990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P65 Creator 8RD (44844)</td>
<td>Windows® 10 Home</td>
<td>15.6&quot; FHD (1920*1080), IPS-Level 60Hz Thin Bezel, 100% sRGB</td>
<td>9th Gen Intel Core i7-8750H+HM370</td>
<td>GeForce® GTX 1050 Ti, 4GB GDDR5</td>
<td>DDR IV 16GB*2 (2666MHz) 512GB NVMe PCIe SSD</td>
<td>1 Year Warranty</td>
<td>$159,990</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## PS Series
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- **Indulge in the stunning visual experience of the 5.6mm thin bezel laptop**
- **The FHD-IPS Level display with an 84% screen-to-body ratio gives you a slim form factor without the bulk.**
- **Cooler Boost 3**
  - Exclusive Cooler Boost 3 consists of double enhanced fans and up to 3 heat pipes to keep your laptop cool under intense usage.
  - With an extra-large touchpad for all your multi-touch gestures, it’s more responsive, more accurate and slickly smooth to the touch.
  - Built-in fingerprint sensor is designed for high privacy protection and business security.

### PRODUCTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>LCD</th>
<th>PROCESSOR</th>
<th>GRAPHICS</th>
<th>RAM/HDD</th>
<th>WARRANTY / BAG</th>
<th>MSRP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS63 Modern 9SC (6944M)</td>
<td>Windows® 10 Home</td>
<td>15.6&quot; FHD (1920*1080), IPS-Level 60Hz Thin Bezel, 100% sRGB</td>
<td>Whiskey Lake i7-8565U</td>
<td>GeForce® GTX 1650, 4GB DDR5</td>
<td>DDR IV 8GB*2 (2666MHz) 1TB NVMe PCIe SSD</td>
<td>1 Year Warranty</td>
<td>$134,990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS63 Modern 8RC (6944M)</td>
<td>Windows® 10 Home</td>
<td>15.6&quot; FHD (1920*1080), IPS-Level 60Hz Thin Bezel, 100% sRGB</td>
<td>Whiskey Lake i7-8565U</td>
<td>GeForce® GTX 1050 MAX 0, 4GB GDDR5</td>
<td>DDR IV 8GB*2 (2666MHz) 512GB NVMe PCIe SSD</td>
<td>1 Year Warranty</td>
<td>$129,990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS63 Modern 8M (6944M)</td>
<td>Windows® 10 Home</td>
<td>15.6&quot; FHD (1920*1080), IPS-Level 60Hz Thin Bezel, 100% sRGB</td>
<td>Whiskey Lake i7-8565U</td>
<td>(UMA)</td>
<td>DDR IV 16GB (2666MHz) 512GB NVMe PCIe SSD</td>
<td>1 Year Warranty</td>
<td>$99,990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS42 Modern 6RA (6744M)</td>
<td>Windows® 10 Home</td>
<td>14&quot; FHD (1920*1080), IPS-Level 60Hz Thin Bezel, 100% sRGB</td>
<td>Whiskey Lake i7-8565U</td>
<td>GeForce® MX250, 2GB GDDR5</td>
<td>DDR IV 16GB (2666MHz) 512GB NVMe PCIe SSD</td>
<td>1 Year Warranty</td>
<td>$99,990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS42 Modern 8M (6744M)</td>
<td>Windows® 10 Home</td>
<td>14&quot; FHD (1920*1080), IPS-Level 60Hz Thin Bezel, 100% sRGB</td>
<td>Whiskey Lake i7-8565U</td>
<td>(UMA)</td>
<td>DDR IV 8GB (2666MHz) 512GB NVMe PCIe SSD</td>
<td>1 Year Warranty</td>
<td>$77,990</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WS65 8SK  **RS. 299,990**
- Windows 10 Pro
- 15.6" FHD (1920*1080), IPS-Level Thin Bezel, 100% sRGB
- Coffee Lake i9-8950HK+HM370
- Quadro P3200, 6GB GDDR5
- DDR IV 16GB*2 (2666MHz)
- 512GB NVMe PCIe Gen3x4 SSD
- Intel Wireless-AC 9560 [2*2 a/c] + BT5
- Intel HM370 support super raid
- Workstation Carry Bag
- 3 Year Warranty Term

WS65 8SK  **RS. 249,990**
- Windows 10 Pro
- 15.6" FHD (1920*1080), IPS-Level Thin Bezel, 100% sRGB
- Coffee Lake i7-8750HK+HM370
- Quadro P3200, 6GB GDDR5
- DDR IV 16GB*2 (2666MHz)
- 512GB NVMe PCIe Gen3x4 SSD
- Intel Wireless-AC 9560 [2*2 a/c] + BT5
- Intel HM370 support super raid
- Workstation Carry Bag
- 3 Year Warranty Term

WE73 8SK  **RS. 199,990**
- Windows 10 Pro
- 17.3" FHD (1920*1080), 120Hz wideview 94% NTSC color Anti-Glare 3ms
- Coffee Lake i7-8750H+HM370
- Quadro P3200, 6GB GDDR5
- DDR IV 8GB*2 (2666MHz)
- 256GB NVMe PCIe SSD + 1TB (SATA) 7200rpm
- Intel Wireless-AC 9560 [2*2 a/c] + BT5
- Intel HM370 support super raid
- Workstation Carry Bag
- 3 Year Warranty Term

WE63 8SJ  **RS. 169,990**
- Windows 10 Pro
- 15.6" FHD (1920*1080), wideview 94% NTSC color Anti-Glare
- Coffee Lake i7-8750H+HM370
- Quadro P2000, 4GB GDDR5
- DDR IV 8GB*2 (2666MHz)
- 128GB NVMe SSD + 1TB (SATA) 7200rpm
- Intel Wireless-AC 9560 [2*2 a/c] + BT5
- Intel CM246 support super raid
- Workstation Carry Bag
- 3 Year Warranty Term

WE63 8SI  **RS. 149,990**
- Windows 10 Pro
- 15.6" FHD (1920*1080), wideview 94% NTSC color Anti-Glare
- Coffee Lake i7-8750H+HM370
- Quadro P1000, 4GB GDDR5
- DDR IV 8GB*2 (2666MHz)
- 128GB NVMe SSD + 1TB (SATA) 7200rpm
- Intel Wireless-AC 9560 [2*2 a/c] + BT5
- Intel CM246 support super raid
- Workstation Carry Bag
- 3 Year Warranty Term

*Subject to changes from time to time.
OUR CREATIVITY LEADS US TO DISCOVER THE UNIVERSE.

PS63 Modern    SLIM · ELEGANT · PRESTIGE

- Up to 16th Gen Intel Core i7 Processor
- Windows 10 Home / Windows 10 Pro
- Up to GeForce RTX 1660 Ti Max-Q Design
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